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• DDrryy  ppaassttaa  hhaass  aa  sshheellff  lliiffee  ooff  aapppprrooxxiimmaatteellyy  22  yyeeaarrss  aanndd        
ssoommeettiimmeess  lloonnggeerr  iiff  ssttoorreedd  iinn  aa  ccooooll  aanndd  ddrryy  aarreeaa..  

• CChheeff  LLuuiiss  ddooeess  nnoott  uussee  ggeenneettiiccaallllyy  mmooddiififieedd  rraaww  mmaatteerriiaallss..    

HPC # Pack Size Brand Item Description 

51251 2 10 LB CHEF LUIS  BOW TIE LARGE (FARFALLE) ITALY 

51022 2 10 LB CHEF LUIS  CAVATAPPI 

51046 1 10 LB CHEF LUIS  EGG NOODLE BROAD 1/2" 

51040 2 5 LB CHEF LUIS  EGG NOODLE FINE 1/16" 

51043 2 5 LB CHEF LUIS  EGG NOODLE MEDIUM 1/4" 

51012 1 20 LB CHEF LUIS  ELBOWS 

51049 1 20 LB CHEF LUIS  FETTUCCINE LONG 

51013 1 10 LB CHEF LUIS  LASAGNA CURLY 

51017 1 20 LB CHEF LUIS  LINGUINE 10" 

51032 1 20 LB CHEF LUIS  ORZO 

51055 1 20 LB CHEF LUIS  PENNE RIGATI 

51015 1 20 LB CHEF LUIS  ROTINI SPIRALS 

51020 1 10 LB CHEF LUIS  ROTINI VEGETBL (RAINBOW) 

51016 1 20 LB CHEF LUIS  SHELLS MEDIUM 

51021 1 20 LB CHEF LUIS  SHELLS SMALL 

51011 2 10 LB CHEF LUIS  ZITI 

51010 1 20 LB CHEF LUIS SPAGHETTI THIN 10" 

51230 20 1 LB ITAL PASTA  ANGEL HAIR CAPELLINI #9 

51228 20 1 LB ITAL PASTA  FETTUCCINE CUT #6 

51232 20 1 LB ITAL PASTA  PENNE RIGATE #41 

51223 20 1 LB ITAL PASTA  SPAGHETTI #12 



HPC #41391  5 lb            Large Candied Pecan Pieces 
HPC #41380  3/2 lb        Walnut Halves and Pieces, Honey Maple 
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Azar understands the needs of commercial and non-commercial foodservice 
channels alike. They offer segment-driven solutions to drive traffic, build 

check averages, increase participation and address dietary concerns. 

FFEEAATTUURREEDD  IITTEEMMSS  

Your Partner in Culinary Innovation 



ALWAYS GOOD. 

For more than 170 years, the name 
Hood® has been synonymous with 
fresh, quality dairy products that taste 
great. Founded in 1846 in Charlestown, 
Massachusetts by Harvey Perley Hood, 
the company has since extended its New 
England roots, and today Hood is a             
national company distributing dairy 
products throughout the United States.  
In fact, HP Hood LLC is now one of the 
country’s largest branded dairy           
operators with 12 manufacturing plants 
throughout the United States. The              
company also maintains its own                
research and development operation, 
which supports the superior product 
quality and innovation that Hood                
customers have come to expect. 



#52947  6/#10  Tapioca Pudding RTS 
#52943  6/#10  Vanilla Pudding RTS 
#52939  6/#10 Chocolate Pudding RTS 

please
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HPC #  Pack Size Item Description 

23018 64 2.5 OZ BEEF SLICES FLAT TRADITIONAL RAW         

23089 40 4 OZ BEEF WELLINGTON                          

23132 84 4 OZ SALISBURY STEAK BEEF & CHIC FULLY COOKED      
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Product # Product Pack Size 
41900 POTATOES WHITE MASHED 4/6 LB REF   4/6 LB 
41902 POTATOES WHITE DICED 5/8" REF  2/10 LB 
41903 POTATOES REDSKIN GARLIC MASHED 4/6LB REF   4/6 LB 
41905 POTATOES REDSKIN DICED LARGE 3/4" REF  2 /10 LB 
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 HPC # DESCRIPTION  PACK SIZE 
22555 LASAGNA SHEETS 40 CT      1 10 LB 
22541 JUMBO ROUND CHEESE RAVIOLI  130 1.3 OZ 
22550 CHEESE MANICOTTI         72 2.75 OZ 
22542 MEDIUM SQUARE CHEESE RAVIOLI   200 .6 OZ 
22549 MEDIUM CHEESE STUFFED SHELLS        96 2 OZ 
22551 CHEESE TORTELLINI   1 10 LB 
22557 TRI COLOR TORTELLINI  1 10 LB 
22559 JUMBO CHEESE STUFFED SHELLS   72 2.75 OZ 
22543 MEAT RAVIOLI  200 .6 OZ 
22558 CHEESE STUFFED RIGATONI 4 2.5 LB 

CChheeff  LLuuiiss  FFrroozzeenn  PPaassttaa
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HPC # Pack Size Brand Item Description 
50017 6 #10 RESTAURANT'S PRIDE FRUIT PEARS DICED JUICE DOMESTIC         
41106 6 #10 RESTAURANT'S PRIDE FRUIT PEARS DICED LS DOMESTIC            
50052 6 #10 RESTAURANT'S PRIDE FRUIT PEARS SLICED IN JUICE DOMESTIC     
41242 6 #10 P/L FRUIT PEARS HALVES 35/40 CT LS DOMESTIC  
40626 6 #10 OREFRESCO SAUCE MARINARA FANCY                     
40630 6 #10 OREFRESCO SAUCE PIZZA SUPER HEAVY W BASIL          
40636 6 #10 SAN BENITO SAUCE PIZZA HEAVY PEAR W/BASIL           
40461 6 #10 PCH OLD CALIFORNIA SAUCE MARINARA PREMIUM POUCH GF          
40460 6 #10 PCH OLD CALIFORNIA SAUCE PIZZA FULLY PREPARED POUCH         
40489 6 #10 RESTAURANT'S PRIDE TOMATO WHOLE PEELED IN JUICE             
40625 6 #10 OREFRESCO TOMATO PUREE FANCY 1.06                  
40633 6 #10 OREFRESCO TOMATOES CRUSHED CONC HEAVY              
40629 6 #10 OREFRESCO TOMATO PASTE                             
40474 6 #10 SAN BENITO TOMATO GROUND PEELED PERFECTO W/HVY PUREE 
40473 6 #10 SAN BENITO TOMATO GROUND UNPEELED CUORE DEL SOLE    
40488 6 #10 SAN BENITO TOMATO PEAR SAN MARZANO STYL WHOLE PEELED 
40475 6 #10 SAN BENITO TOMATO PEAR STRIPS IN PUREE              
40462 6 #10 PCH OLD CALIFORNIA TOMATO CHOPPED CALIF DREAMING LIGHT PUREE 
40647 6 #10 PCH OLD CALIFORNIA TOMATO CRUSHED CONC EXTRA HEAVY          

HPC Foodservice  800.883.9800   
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Bursting with flavor!

Whole, plump juicy raspberries and 
blackberries from the Pacific Northwest 
and cultivated blueberries from Michigan 
are blended together to create this sweet 
and tart wildberry pie. Gorgeous deep 
ruby red color and flavor - truly a gem of 
a pie! Retail-ready box.

Butter, eggs, sugar and cocoa powder are 
blended together in a very light, very 
smooth, very rich dark chocolate base which 
we blanket with a thick layer of non-dairy 
whipped topping. This pie is hand-decorated 
with semi-sweet 
chocolate curls 
for a beautiful 
presentation.

NOW NOW 
STOCKING STOCKING 

PIES!PIES!  

#25032  4/38 oz Foxtail 
Specialty French Silk Pie, 10” Thaw & Serve

#23754 6/47 oz Foxtail                               
Grande Wildberry Pie

10” Ready to Bake 
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NEWS FROM THE FIELD     
       

Week of 10-11

The lettuce market is a demand exceeds supply issue. We have gaps from some growers and light weights 
are reported. Processed items pricing will also be affected. Supplies are moderate at best.

The asparagus market is very active due to weather conditions. We are going to see these elevated prices 
thru mid-October and possibly longer. 

The Eastern cucumber supplies are currently very good with good quality and steady pricing reported. 
Cooler weather could affect this moving forward.

The tomato market remains higher in the East as crops move to Southern Florida. We will see some gaps 
as this transition happens. Supplies will be tight until late October until central Florida starts as well.

FRUIT

Red and green grape markets are steady with good volume and good quality fruit being reported. Cooler 
weather is allowing fruit to mature much better than with the recent heat. 

Pineapple markets are lower as demand has softened since we are now at the beginning of the Fall fruit 
season, but quality is also very good.

We are seeing very strong demand on smaller citrus as school business is well underway. Markets remain 
steadier on larger fruit. Quality is fair on the remaining Valencia crop.

Honeydew markets are very high as demand exceeds supply. We are not expecting this to change until 
mid-October when Mexico begins production.



COMMODITIES UPDATE
BEEF Grinds- The market continued to ease lower as we moved into this week. Availability is mixed between packers and 
larger gaps in asking prices remain between suppliers as we moved through the week. Loins- Demand has eased now that 
we have moved past the holiday and availability has become more mixed between packers. This market typically sees    
downward pressure as we move thru the coming weeks as demand seasonally shifts to other cuts. Rounds- This market has 
been trending at very high levels for several months and well above last year and the 5-year average. The market has been 
moving lower as we moved over the past few weeks as demand has been seasonally lighter. This trend reversed course as 
we moved into this week with the market moving higher. This market typically seasonally moves higher as we move into 
4th quarter.  Chucks- Inventories vary between packers with both higher and lower prices being seen as we moved thru this 
week. This market typically sees upward pressure over the coming weeks as cooler weather sets in across the country. Ribs- 
This market has been moving lower over the past few weeks and the trend continued again as we moved into this week. 
Prices are still at very high levels and availability of choice product is more limited due to the grading percentages. Typically, 
this market is unsettled for the next few weeks before seeing upward pressure again as we move further into 4th quarter. 
Some packers have already announced that they will be limited on product thru the holiday season this year. This could 
result in additional pressure to already high prices.  

PORK Bellies- The market has been pushing higher over the past few weeks. Demand for bacon has been strong and keeping 
pressure on inventories. Fresh belly inventories have been limited for several weeks and are helping to put upward pressure 
on the market.  Hams- Availability is expected to be limited for the holidays this year. Multiple packers are already maxed 
out and not accepting new opportunities on holiday-based items. Limited labor and raw material concerns are expected to 
help keep this market more unsettled as we move closer to the holidays. Loins- Available inventories vary between suppliers 
with boneless items still being a challenge for some packers. Butts- This market has been moving both higher and lower 
over the past several weeks due to spikes in demand and mixed availability. Limited available labor is keeping availability 
on boneless items lighter than normal for this time of year. Ribs- This market has seen extreme highs for much of this year 
and has seen some relief over the past few weeks. The lower prices over the past few weeks have helped to improve buying 
interest and the market has moved higher again as we moved through last week. Labor issues remain a concern and are 
expected to keep the market more unsettled as we move thru the coming weeks.

CHICKEN WOGS- Retail deli and QSR business is being reported as moderate to fair as we move into the Fall season. 
Rotisserie chickens and 8pc cutups continue to be cost efficient items for the consumer. All sizes are clearing well with 
limited spot load activity being reported. Supply is tight, market remains stable. Tenders- With the market at extremely 
high levels, retail and foodservice demand is starting to lessen a bit as the price increases are being passed along. Supply is 
available and being reported on the spot market. Boneless Breast- Strong boneless breast prices are starting to be passed 
along which is causing retail and foodservice demand to soften. Supply on all sizes is available and offerings on the spot 
market are becoming more common. Leg Quarters and Thighs- The export channel is keeping leg quarters and whole legs 
stable with future orders. Retail sales on drums and thighs are moderate to soft. Demand for boneless skinless thigh meat 
remains moderate to strong. Supply on bone-in parts is available while boneless skinless thigh meat remains tight. Wings-
Foodservice demand is being reported as steady and well supported by carry out business. Restaurant activity on jumbo and 
medium sizes is vibrant while further processors are supporting small wings. Supply is limited on all sizes, market is stable.  
TURKEY -Whole Birds- Fresh orders for the November and December timeframe are being reported as moderate to strong. 
Suppliers are still packing frozen orders to fulfill shipments for the holidays while taking orders on fresh loads. Spot loads are 
rare and are held with confidence by the suppliers. Hen sizes are extremely hard to find. Some Tom sizes in the 20 LB and up 
range are available. Supply is tight and the market remains firm. Breast Meat-The sales trend coming from the foodservice 
and retail deli channels is reported as moderate to strong. Demand from further processors is strong they need to maintain 
their inventories on deli meats. Supply is tight on white meats. Frozen inventory remains low. Market is firm on breast 
meat, white meat, and tenders. Wings- Export demand for whole wings is fair and domestic volume for 2 joints is moderate. 
Limited production is keeping the supply side in balance with sales. Market is experiencing some downward pressure.  
Drums and Thigh Meat- Domestic and export activity for drums and thighs is moderate to fair. Thigh meat demand remains 
strong as ground turkey sales remain vibrant in the retail channel. Supply is available on bone in parts and tight on boneless 
thigh meat. 



SEAFOOD Gulf Shrimp- The National Marine Fisheries Service reported that July 2021 landings for July were down 46% 
compared to same time last year and were the lowest July on record outside of the 2010 oil  spill. The year-to-date number thru 
July for 2021 is 22.2% lower than same time 2021. Black Tiger Shrimp- Inventories are limited for a strong demand. Allocations 
to orders should be expected. Production costs and logistical concerns are putting pressure on the market. Delays on imports 
are putting additional pressure on this market. Replacement inventories have been difficult to come by for several months. 
White Shrimp- The market for product of Latin America had seen downward pressure a few short weeks ago but demand from 
buyers looking to cover their needs has put upward pressure on that market again. The market for product of Asia remains firm 
and inventories are limited for an active demand. The lack of container availability combined with overall logistical challenges 
is putting a large amount of pressure on the market. Allocations to orders should be expected. Shrimp imports are trending 
higher but the strong demand for both retail and foodservice are keeping inventories limited. Covid concerns in Asia are putting 
additional pressure on that market as production in that region is seeing additional impact from the spread of the virus. King 
Crab- Inventories are limited for an active demand. Global demand is strong and putting pressure on the market. This market 
has been firm for several months due to the limited availability and strong demand. Snow Crab- Inventories are limited for 
an active demand. New season product out of Canada is making its way into the market but the surge in demand is keeping 
inventories very limited. Foodservice demand has been strong across the country. Demand is expected to be very good over 
the coming weeks. Concerns on available labor for the crab boats is keeping the market more unsettled over concerns over 
the ability to meet assigned quotas for the upcoming seasons. Warm Water Lobster Tails- The market has continued to push 
higher over the past several weeks as the active demand is keeping pressure on limited inventories. Allocations to orders are 
common due to the limited inventories. New season product is making its way into the market, but the brisk demand has 
helped to prevent inventories from building. The market is becoming more unsettled due to the record high prices. North 
American Lobster Tails- Demand has been strong for several weeks and is putting pressure on very limited inventories. Seasonal 
plant closures combined with poor fishing conditions have caused more limited availability. Shorts and allocations to orders 
should be expected.  The market is at record high levels.  Salmon- The market for product for farmed product has seen the 
market move higher as we moved through the past several days with an active demand putting pressure on availability. The 
market for wild salmon is mixed between species with limited availability.  Cod- Product out of the Pacific is seeing inventories 
concerns with a strong demand that has been keeping pressure on inventories for several months. Foodservice demand is very 
good. There are also delays with production coming back out of China putting additional pressure on the market.  Flounder- 
Production issues and delays out of China are causing issues for the market.  Haddock- Inventories are light for an active 
demand. Higher production costs and more limited inventories are putting pressure on the market. Shipping delays are adding 
additional challenges to the market. Pollock- Larger sized product is in limited supply due to recent catches being more on 
smaller sized fish. Production delays in China are putting additional pressure on the market with reports of port delays backing 
up shipping lanes.  Domestic Catfish- Inventories have been limited for several months. Allocations remain commonplace 
and are anticipated as we move thru 4th quarter. Inventories are limited on all sizes and well below current demand. Supply 
issues with imported product is putting additional pressure on the market as that market is seeing record high prices. Tilapia- 
Higher production and logistical costs are putting pressure on the market. Shipment delays on product coming out of China 
are expected to continue over the coming months. Buying activity has been very good and keeping pressure on already light 
inventories. Total tilapia imports ytd thru June are down 12.2% compared to same time last year.  Swai- Foodservice demand 
continues to improve across the country, and this is putting upward pressure on the market. Logistical concerns remain an issue 
with higher freight costs and longer lead times on both ocean freight and trucking. Inventories have become more limited with 
larger sizes seeing the most pressure. Farmers have been trying to turn their ponds faster to keep up with demand and this is 
resulting in smaller sized fish. Covid issues in Vietnam have closed multiple plants and helping to push the market higher as 
availability is expected to become tighter over the coming weeks.  Scallops- The domestic market has seen upward pressure 
on all sizes over the past few weeks as some fisheries have already closed for the season. The market for imports is steady to 
firmer with product from Canada seeing upward pressure due to limited availability and product from China continues to see 
shipping delays.

DAIRY Cheese - The CME Block & Barrel continued to trend upwards. Inventories are in line in the East and Midwest, however 
the challenges at the ports in the West are causing the warehouse space to tighten. Cheese production in strong across the US, 
however the continuous plant staffing and logistical challenges continue to have a major impact. COVID-19 remains an issue on 
the forefront. Butter -Market is weaker as the CME pricing is trending downwards over the prior week. Production needs are 
being satisfied as cream is available in the Central and West regions, unlike spot availability in the East, which is tight. Staffing 
challenges continue to be of concern for producers in the Central region. This is causing inventories to vary across region and 
type. Demand in foodservice in improving, specifically in the Central region. However, the demand is varied in the West as 
rising COVID-19 cases are causing demand to falter. Retail sales continue to see an increase in demand.  EGGS - Retail demand is 
being reported as moderate to soft. From a regional perspective, East Coast demand is rated as light while West Coast demand 
is steady. As Fall weather approaches, the baking season begins which usually gives a lift to the category. Foodservice activity 
is being reported as fair to good. QSR demand remains the most consistent channel of business due to consumer breakfast 



SUGAR
The market remains firm. Domestic cane supply is decreasing rapidly as all are waiting for the new crop to be harvested. Recent 
hurricanes limited supply from the Southeast and so supply is expected to be tight through year end. Domestic beat sugar supply 
is limited as well until the new pack is completed. Current yields are looking positive, however with increased demand, the prices 
are not expected to soften soon. Imported sugar out of Mexico is soft and the likelihood of that changing is slim, therefore the 
markets are expected to remain tight. South American raw sugar supply is typically refined by domestic suppliers, however there 
is not enough supply at this time. The backup at the seaports is having a great impact the available quantity.

CANNED GOODS (DOMESTIC)
Several factors are going to come into play for the outlook on costs for domestic canned goods for the 2021 pack season. Produce 
costs are up over last year driven by the price of soybeans and field corn. The cost of steel is in tight supply and will have a direct 
impact on the cost on #10 cans. Labor is in high demand and driving costs up as well as freight is higher than last year.


